Free University offers practical mini-courses
by Chris Datzman
Vol. XI Number 22

Student Body Congress supports disposal service
by Bob Varettoni

In its first major action, the new Student Body Congress last night unanimously requested the reinstatement of George Brown's disposal service to George Brown's Free University dining halls.

The Congress' proposal represents the combined feeling of all the major student government organizations. Tom Soma, special projects coordinator for Student Government, presented the proposal this morning to Edmund Price, Notre Dame director of food services.

One part of the proposal outlined a promise to solve the problem of the food service to Notre Dame dining halls. The Congress has met with one of Price's main objections has been that the morning garbage never collected until evening.

Soma said, "Mr. Price has always said he would listen to the students, now is his chance." He added, "We are concentrating here as an administrator, not as a person. His concern for seats cannot be questioned."

The Congress has met only twice last April. Ken Grearoud, Student Government press secretary, called that meeting a "social event."

Last night, more than 60 student leaders met in the basement of LaFortune. The Congress included members from the Student Government, Student Union, HPC, SLC, Judicial board, class officers and Academic Council. They listened on as a student director of food services, Grearoud showed this year's meeting two weeks ago before the controversy with Price. Grearoud said that included a discussion of the laundry problem. Soma reported on another proposal which the Student Government had not completely worked out.

The proposal offers two solutions to serve the laundry situation. The first suggests that laundry machines should be installed in three of four centrally located men's dorms. The second, which Soma said was more feasible, suggests that new machines be installed in one location, apart from the dorms.

Soma said LaFortune may be the best place for a central laundry location. He added that the profits from this project could supplement the University laundry service.

"This proposal won't endanger anyone's job," Soma said. "It would be very feasible."

Moran continued. "We need a teacher."

Registration for enrollment in the free mini-courses will begin Thursday, October 27. Volunteers needed to file income tax by Wednesday, October 31. Volunteers are needed to file tax forms by December 15. Volunteers must meet the requirements of their respective organizations. They will be informed of their responsibilities before the tax deadline.

Volunteers needed
by Mary Ann Lyden
Student Union

The Student Union has allocated the $51,000 that recently received in its commissions to sponsor many student activities this year. This amount is an increase over the $50,000 received last year and will be used to finance innovations as well as sponsor traditional events.

The Student Government Commission allocates $87,300 to the campus clubs and organizations. The largest amount of the Student Union, the largest campus association.

The proposed 1977-78 Student Government budget is $3,511,000 academic, cultural, arts, social and special projects commissions as well as the Campus Press and union administration. The two money-making operations, the concert and services commissions, are expected to raise $2000 and $3500, respectively.

The major change in this year's budget is the addition of a new operation, the Special Projects Commission, which has been allotted $4750.

Compared to last year's $12,214 allocation, the Special Projects Commission budget was increased to $14,536. The Academic Commission budget was reduced from $19,650 last year to $17,400 this year as the Cultural Arts budget, which was almost $19,000 last year and is $18,395 this year.

Student Union director Ken Ricer commented, "The money we received this year will facilitate not only the operations that we've had in the past, but will provide an opportunity for increasing activities."

Marianne Morgan, comptroller of the Student Union, and Bob O'Hare, assistant comptroller, work with the comptrollers of each commission to issue better management of the budget. Morgan stressed the importance of record-keeping revenues and expenses for future use as well as the urgency of accounting for daily expenditures.

"This year we're planning to keep tight tracks on the budget," she explained. "With our system of recording expenses daily, we can tell exactly where a particular event stands, where a particular commission stands, as well as where the union as a whole stands."

The newly created Special Projects Commission will work with the Cleveland Club a Cleveland Navy Trip Oct. 30 and 31. This includes a bus trip, hotel rooms, game tickets and a party at the hotel Saturday night. The first of two fireworks displays was also put on earlier this year by the commission.

$502 has been allotted for the Free University next semester. Special Projects Commission Chair Moran also hopes to bring theater and broadway entertainment to the Notre Dame area.

Proposed shows for next semester include "Star Trek," tentatively scheduled for February 18, "Grease," a 50's rock musical, and "Jesus Christ Superstar."

The Social Commission plans to use its money this year for new activities, including disco dances in LaFortune one weekend in December.

One of the biggest events will be homecoming, Nov. 20. The Social Commission plans to sell a package with a pair of tickets for the Miami game, the day at the Stepan Center, and the concert. They also plan a "Saturday Night at The House" with disco dances in LaFortune one weekend in December.

One of the biggest events will be homecoming, Nov. 20. The Social Commission plans to sell a package with a pair of tickets for the Miami game, the day at the Stepan Center, and the concert. They also plan a "Saturday Night at The House" with disco dances in LaFortune one weekend in December.

The Social Commission plans to use its money this year for new activities, including disco dances in LaFortune one weekend in December.
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Collections begin at SMC

by Eileen Lynch
Staff Reporter

The St. Mary's chapter of the ND-SMC Hunger Coalition began collecting funds for the dining hall last week, and will continue the collections throughout the entire year.

The money collected is sent overseas through organizations which the Coalition has researched to determine the degree of need and assure proper use of the money. The five major organizations are Care, UNICEF, OXFAM, Catholic Relief Services and Church World Services.

"We stand in front of the dining hall as a gesture of our concern," Helen Gallagher, SMC coordinator, stressed. "We want the students to be aware of the food problem and some of the waste. We are eager to see questions by students and discuss the problems," she said.

The collection was pleased with the student response in the first week. Plans have now begun to hold another fast day at St. Mary's.

Pantheon club initiated by non-Bag Brothers

"Why be a Bag when you can be a God (or Goddess)?" This is the question asked by the founders of the Pantheon, a new non-organization for non-members of the Bag Brothers.

"It's not that we have anything against those buffalo Bogs," said Hades, god of Death and chief Pantheon recruit, "but we want a non-organization for the independent minds around here."

The Pantheon is open to all sexes. Members take the names of suitable gods and goddesses such as Aphrodite, Odin and Quetzacoatl. Membership is restricted to an elite 13 but more may be fitted according to Hades.

Applicants for godly membership respond in the Office of Interreligious (also known as the The Observer office). The first batch will be told to collect money in front of the Pantheon on Thursday, September 30, 1976.

ERRATUM

In a recent story in The Observer about the College Republicans, the number of the bill was 180, not 108.
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ERRATUM

Yesterday's article on alumni contributions, quoted Richard Conkl, director of information services, as saying, "If determining this percentage, only solicitable alumni are counted, which leaves the rest unreachable alumni and those who are religion affiliated." The statement should have read, "unreachable alumni and those who are alumni-religiously affiliated."

and to place a bulletin board in the dining hall for posting information. An effort has also been made to possibly incorporate, inform and study on the Third World concerns. The St. Mary's chapter would like to establish such classes and print a booklet listing them.
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"We have now touched on the problem and are not completely aware of the situation ourselves," Gallagher said. "But we want to do something about it."

Bibliography and further activities in the next meeting will be held Monday, Oct. 11, in Carroll Hall.

The Observer offers the following reporter openings for the fall semester:

-- News Briefs--

International

British pound

LONDON - Like a man trying to cover his debts with a second mortgage, the British government announced yesterday it would on Oct. 1 halt the collapse of the pound sterling. The news sent the value of the pound up to 2.40 only 18 months ago, and closed at a record low of $1.5600 on Tuesday after falling 4 cents.

Calling all patties

WASHINGTON - The Agriculture Department urged consumers yesterday to return to the supermarket any 21-cent cases they may have bought the week before, and set up three committees to study the problems.

Price, director of Food Services and the Council met with Food are alumni-religiously founded.

Debates need funds

WASHINGTON - Despite a $14,000 newspaper advertising campaign, the League of Women Voters Education Fund has raised only about $53,000 of the $250,000 it will spend to sponsor the four presidential and vice-presidential debates. Peggy Lampa, executive director of the fund, expressed surprise and disappointment at the low figure.

Police protest

NEW YORK - New York's police officials were told by an angry community leader yesterday that he was going to protest police brutality here and start looking for work elsewhere. It was the latest development in a growing stir caused by the firing of the city's 18,000 uniformed policemen who are fighting in court and with pressure tactics to obtain a six percent raise and to stop the city from adding 10 more working days each year.

On Campus Today

8 am - seminar, yearbook seminar conducted by pat lindeman, carroll hall

4 pm - colloquium, "an improving learning through strategy and structure" by dr. john c. n.d.; sponsored by psychology dept., room 119 haggart hall

4 pm - seminar, "the norrth-type II photo reaction and the chemistry of the intermediallic" by dr. juan c., sponsored by radiation laboratory, conference room, radiation research building

6:30 pm - meeting, nd/dis mc young democrats, room t-1, fachman center

7 pm - meeting, philosophy honors society, paper on "science and freedom" by prof. gary gutting, library faculty lounge

9:30 pm - discussion, by douglas kinsley, art department, on german expressionist drawing in d thomas berger collection, the second in a series, art gallery

8 pm - lecture, "revelution in southern africa: from rhodesia to zimbabwe" by prof. edson zvobgo, public relations secretary for zimbabwe african national union, sponsored by african and black studies, library aud.

PLACEMENT BUREAU

Main Building

INTERVIEWS SCHEDULED FOR WEDNESDAY OCT. 11

INTERVIEWS ARE FOR SENIORS AND ALUMNI STUDENTS. INTERVENTIONS ARE SCHEDULED FOR WEDNESDAY, OCT. 11. INTERVIEWS MUST BE SCHEDULED BY 5 PM., FRIDAY, OCT. 11. THE ALPINF IVN AT THE PLACEMENT BUREAU WILL BE OPEN 9 AM. TO 4 PM., FRIDAY, OCT. 1, 1976, FOR THE LAST INTERVIEW SCHEDULED ON WEDNESDAY.

OCT. 11

NASA Space Program

B.S. in AE, MS, PhD, B.S., MS, and M.S.,

National Aeronautics...

OCT. 12

Computer Organization

B.S., Masters, and PhD, B.S., M.S., and M.A.

OCT. 13

Lockheed Missiles and Space

B.S., MS, PhD, M.S., and B.S.

OCT. 15

Dow Chemical Company

B.S., M.S., and B.S.

Hayden, Inc.

OCT. 15

H Offic...
Burglary, shooting involve student

by Barbara Devlinstein
Senior Staff Reporter

A shooting incident which left a bullet hole in a Notre Dame dorm and a burglary occurred at the dorm on the same night. Three incidents of crime this month which result in over $800 in damages for Stanford and Keenan Halls have been reported to the Notre Dame Police. However, the two dorms will continue to operate under the present joint system until October 31.

Stanford-Keenan organizes separate food sales services
by Mary Ellen Keenan

In an arbitration decision made by Notre Dame Dean of Students James Reeser at the request of the dorms involved, Stanford and Keenan Halls have been ordered to establish physically and financially separated operations of effective November 1, 1976. Presently, Zaland Food Sales, located in the basement of Keenan, serves the residents of the two dorms. The conflict between the two dorms centered on residents' complaints over the location of the food sales service, its present management, and the profit split.

Dwight Dwyer, Stanford's hall president and student counsel, has argued the position of maintaining the common operation on the past close ties of the two dorms. "We share a common caliper, we share a common lobby, and I see no reason why we should be redundant with building another food system," he explained. (continued on page 4)

The bullet went into the side and out the front of the car, O'Connell explained. "It's a problem with the law. We can't charge the guy with the shooting on hearsay evidence." In the investigation of the burglary, detectives were able to lift fingerprints from the frame of the broken window through which the thief entered the house. These fingerprints are being compared with those of three known offenders. Molnar said, "but there has been no follow-up report yet."

According to the investigating detectives preliminary report, Molnar said, there were no serial numbers on the stolen TV or speakers. "The problem is that if there is no record of the serial number," Molnar said, "then we can't identify the TV set."

On the shooting incident, Molnar remarked, "There's nothing we can do about that. That goes on every night and most people don't even realize that gas has been siphoned out of their car. They just think their car is eating gas." He said.

"Tell the students living off-campus," Molnar advised, "to put their social security or phone number or some identification somewhere hidden on their property. There's no way to identify if they don't."

Molnar explained these numbers are registered on a central computer, which is used to trace stolen property. "If the car is stolen and then shows up somewhere," Molnar said, "we can match the serial number through our computer."

Darlene Palma, Off-campus Housing Commissioner, said the incidents have not been reported to her office, but urged off-campus students to report such incidents to her.

"If we receive several reports of robberies in one area," she said, "we can tell students living in that area about it and we can tell students who are looking for houses in that area."

"If no one tells us," Palma continued, "there isn't anything we are able to do."

O'Connell and his three housemates are now taking precautions after these incidents. They are installing locks and are investigating putting in an alarm system.

"Think these incidents are just a natural off-campus life," O'Connell complained.
NEW YORK (AP) - Nixon will remain in his post as president of the United States, said Nixon, who will depart Watergate as a partisan scandal.

And though he will express regret he did not question his aides more closely about Watergate break-ins and will admit to an error in judgement, he will deny personal responsibility, the Times said.

Nixon will contend he resigned as president after six months of national decisions that would have accompanied an impeachment trial, the Times said. The newspaper said its sources saw 164 pages of manuscript dealing with Watergate and Nixon's last two years in office.

Executives of Warner Bros., which owns worldwide rights to the Nixon memoirs, have been conducting an international sales campaign, the Times said, notably at the recent Frankfurt Book Fair in Germany. At Frankfurt, potential publishers of foreign language editions were shown a secret 13-page outline outlining the Watergate break-in, but, said the report makes recommendations on preventing leaks of secret information. He refused to elaborate.

Schorr faces ethics board

by Jim Adams

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - The House ethics committee approved a report yesterday concluding that Nixon's $150,000 investigation cannot name an enforcer who leaked the secret House intelligence committee report to former CBS newsman Schorr.

The report suggests the leak was from inside the disbanded Select House Intelligence Committee rather than someone in the Ford administration, but narrows the source no further, a member said.

It says the version published in The Village Voice, a New York weekly, in February does not match existing memos prepared for the committee.

Nixon plans to use its $18,595 for their annual events such as the Literary Festival and the Isis WINE & FIRE

Barber & Hair
Style Shop
Open six days a week
Mon-Fri 8 to 5:30
Sat 8 to 3:00
1437 N. Ironwood
South Bend
Appointment only
277-0615
Close to Campus

and Special guest THE EMOTIONS

Friday, Oct. 15 8:00 PM
Notre Dame ACC
Tickets $6.50 Main floor and all padded seats
5.50 Bleachers
On Sale now at: ACC Box office, Robertson's, St.
Joseph Bank and Branches, First Bank (Main Branch
only), The Elkhart Truth, Just For The Record (100
Centeri), Suspended Card (Elkhart). The Recored Joint
(Niles), Boogie Records (Mishawaka).

Not Merely a Graduate

Level Engineering Program

The Navy Nuclear Power Program is a total systems approach to problem solving. Admiral H. G. Rickover implemented this program to train you in the analysis and resolution of complex problems through knowledge and understanding rather than rote compliance to set procedures. This is the most selective and highest paying Engineering specialty in the Navy. In addition to full pay and benefits, if includes a $1,350 bonus for completion of Nuclear Power School and a $20,000 four year continuation bonus.

The Navy needs some very special Notre Dame Graduates who aren't afraid to find out how good they are.

FAT WALLY'S PRESENTS

"OKTOBERFEST" HAPPY HOUR
$2.00
ALL BEER YOU CAN DRINK
Fri., Oct. 1, 4-6 p.m.
DANCE CONTEST $25.00 PRIZE
BROUGHT TO YOU BY SMITTY

NAVY ON CAMPUS

OCTOBER 6 - 8

MAKE APPOINTMENTS WITH PLACEMENT OFFICE

SAINTS AND III'S
Angers impresses students

by Kate Flynn
Staff Reporter

"Never go to France unless you know the lingo. If you do like me, you'll repent," Thomas Hood (1798-1845)

Angers students who spent a full academic year in a provincial city that boasts one of the purest French accents in France, would give the same age-old advice to any candidate for the Angers program.

That the French take patriotism and also chauvinistic pride in their lyrical tongue is common knowledge. Last year's Angers students discovered that familiarity with French culture and people is attained only through luck with the lingo.

To "parle en francais" is the easiest way for an American to endear himself to a Frenchman. He, better than any textbook or travelogue, can narrate and personally show the French style of cuisine, politics, custom and heritage.

Dr. James Ward, director of the Angers program for the last two years, stresses that a good knowledge of French is indispensable. "If there is any key to a Notre Dame student's success in Angers, it is his mastery of the French language," he remarked.

Through the Angers program or SUNDEF (Stage Universite Notre Dame en France), Notre Dame and St. Mary's students who have completed an intensive French course freshman year are able to live and study in Angers. Most participants have also studied French in high school, but it is not required.

Angers is located in the Loire Valley at the western extremity of the chateau country, about two and a half hours from Paris by train. The city has museums, libraries, a permanent regional orchestra, national ballet and lyrical theater companies. Concert and lecture series are presented throughout the year. Angers also boasts one of the finest collections of medieval and modern tapestries in the world.

The program begins with a preliminary session conducted by professors from l'Universite Catholique de l'Ouest. Studies include written French, conversational adaptation to the milieu and to French university traditions.

After five weeks, students are separated into private homes for the year. One fourth, or ten of last year's students were housed with widows throughout Angers, since one out of every four women in France is a widow.

Former Angers student Matt Kennelly sees a major benefit of the program stemming from life with the family. He thinks this is the only effective way to learn about the culture, and that most of the year's experience depends upon interaction with the family.

Ward pointed out that the French family is more closed to guests than the average American family. Adjustment to this inevitably makes demands on all students. Several students revealed in interviews that it took a while to be accepted by family members, but that after the initial awkwardness, families were quite hospitable.

(continued on page 5)

Information night slated

by Kathy Kennedy
Staff Reporter

"Information Night," for everyone planning to go on the Senior Trip will be on Sunday, Oct. 3, in the Engineering Auditorium.

Students whose last names begin with A to L will meet at 6:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. in the Lafortune ballroom. Seniors will be considered for openings first.

The list of the trip has been set at $246. The remaining $196 will be collected from senior students at $50. The remaining $196 will be collected at that time.

Anyone not paying the balance till these vacancies and will be leaving approximately 60 vacancies.

Seniors who have signed up for the waiting list will fill these vacancies and will be contacted for the remaining $196.

Deposits will be returned to those left on the list.

Looking for leadership training this summer?

Tough club to get into.

The Macons are looking for a few good men:

Interviewing for Leadership Positions
Officer Selection Team
On Campus,
LaFortune Student Center
Sept. 28-Oct. 1, 9am-4pm.
Winds of Change

Diplomats' expressions of "cautious optimism" and the like about delicate negotiations often mean only, "We want to keep talking, so don't blame us if things blow up." But in the case of Kissinger's recent talks in southern Africa, that guarded optimism is warranted. It looks like Kissinger may have helped avert a race war that would be costly to America as well as to the combatants.

Ian Smith, the man who has held Rhodesia to its hard-line white-supremist stand, has finally conceded that majority rule will come within two years. The presidents of the five black national liberation movements plan the U.S. will become a major contributor to a $2 billion fund to guarantee civil rights for the black majority. This is a small price to pay for the disruptions of the transfer in order to win their acceptance. However, this is a small price to pay for the strategic and moral losses the U.S. would suffer if it alienates the future black leaders of the region, giving Russia the chance to pose as the champion of freedom.

The "winds of change," of which British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan spoke fifteen years ago, have finally reached southern Africa. They will inevitably blow the white minorities from power. The regimes that replace them may not be any more democratic than the one-party and military dictatorships that run much of black Africa now; but they will come in any case and it is best that they come without war. It is America's responsibility to help see that the winds of change do not have to reach hurricane force to do their work. Foreign Ministry has taken the first steps - however chancy and tentative - towards meeting that responsibility.

WINDS OF CHANGE

The couple came into the marriage counselor's office and sat down nervously.

"When does the divorce come?" the counselor asked.

We want a divorce," the woman said and then started crying.

"It's the only way out," sobbed the man.

"Now wait a minute. There must be some other solutions," the counselor said. "Do you love each other?"

"Very much," the woman said.

"More than you'll ever know," the man said.

"Then what's the problem?"

"It's our taxes," the man said.

"As a married couple we have to pay $3,000 more to the IRS than if we were single. We need the money so we thought we'd get a divorce."

The marriage counselor said, "It's not that simple. According to IRS regulations, just getting a divorce will not be accepted unless you show true intent to dissolve the marriage. Now if you were to marry again after the tax period has passed, the Internal Revenue Service would consider this a form of tax evasion, and you would have to suffer the penalties."

The woman started crying again.

"Let's see if we can find some legitimate reasons for divorce. Is there another man or woman in the picture?"

"No," the husband said, "I've never cheated on my wife."

"I've never cheated on my husband," the wife said.

"The IRS won't like that. I assume you're compatible to hold," the marriage counselor said.

"Very. For the first time, both of them smiled."

"Has he ever struck you or beat you?" the counselor asked the wife.

"Never. Whenever we have a fight he bends me over."

"I wouldn't mention that to the people."

"What about serious disagree-

ments over money?"

"The only ones we've had, the husband said, "have been over the taxes we've had to pay. You see, there is a tax table for married people who file separate returns, and single people who file separate returns. If you're married with somebody and you're not married you get a tax break. We don't think that's fair. What we are hoping to do is to get the divorce and then keep living together so that it happened."

"That's out of the question," the counselor said. "It would prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that your only reason for getting a divorce was to cheat the government of its rightful revenues. One or the other of you has to move out of the house."

"Suppose after the divorce," asked the husband, "she lives upstairs and I live in the basement and we lock the door?"

"I'd have to get a ruling on that," the counselor replied. "But I doubt if it would work. If you want tax benefits you're going to have to pay with the piper whenever that goes with a divorce. Otherwise you're going to have to stay married and pay the piper."

"How long would we have to stay married?"

"As long as you can to meet the IRS requirements!"

"I'm just guessing, but it would have to be a full year at least. You can't keep getting married and divorced every 12 months just to keep the IRS off your back."

"Then what do you suggest?"

"I think you both need couple therapy. If you're determined to do this, you're going to have to do it as painlessly as possible."

"Will you take us on as patients?"

"I can't," the counselor said. "It's not my cup of tea. I'm going to send you to someone who specializes in that kind of thing."

"Who is that?"

"H & R Block."

Letters Policy

1. Letters must be signed, although request to remain unsigned will be witheld from publication. Unsigned letters and letters signed only with pseudonyms will not be published.

2. Letters must be on topics of general interest and be written clearly and intelligently.

3. They should be kept as short as possible since we do not edit letters for reasons of length.

4. Letters may be submitted to P.O. Box 0 through the mail or may be delivered to The Observer offices at LaFayette's third floor.

Beanball

P.O. Box Q

Editor's Column

After reading the column, Goodbye Northwestern in the September 27 issue of The Observer. I've got one suggestion for the author. He should consider changing the name of his column from "High and Inside" to "Beanball" or better yet, "Cheap Shots." It has to rank as one of the most classless pieces of journalism ever to appear on the pages of The Observer or any other paper for that matter.

Bob Bracele

The Observer

DOONEBURY

by Garry Trudeau

serious, folks, IRS Divorce

DOONEBURY

by Garry Trudeau

IRS Divorce

art buchwald

WINDS OF CHANGE

The Observer is published by students of the University of Notre Dame and St. Mary's College. It does not necessarily reflect the policies of either institution. The news is reported as accurately and as objectively as possible. Editorialists represent the opinion of a majority of the Editorial Board.

The Observer welcomes letters and the views of its readers. Column space is available to members of the community, and letters are encouraged to promote the free expression of varying opinions on campus.
Foreign Studies: What a Way to Go

Tim O'Reiley

While only Innsbruck and Angers use this process (the other directors are connected with the local universities), all the faculty members come from the particular school. They teach according to the local schedule, which can often vary greatly from the ND calendar. In addition, some of these programs require course of intensive language training to prepare the student for the country.

Over the years, the curriculum of the standard program has changed, reflecting the language needs. The student pays the same fees for tuition, room and board as all other students, but the student fees are not absorbed by the administration. Today, everybody flies directly to the city of arrival, whether in Tokyo, Taiwan, western France and Rome. For example, in Rome, the scenes are repeated, though in a different context. Critics of this system have complained that the isolation, and the fact that the hotel rooms are taken at the women's hotel, except on Sundays. One solution is to provide some field trips for all the students involved.

"Sure, it is a lot of work, with no extra monetary rewards. You have to change houses, move the whole family and get them settled into a new country. But in the long prospect, the student seems very excited. There is a satisfaction, in being able to handle all the situations during a year, and watching people helping the students grow during the year." Parrell added." I put in more hours while I was director in Angers, but I enjoyed the work greatly. Any faculty member is the host and director of the program, and of course, of the parents. He has no secretary, so he must type, be an accountant, and the most visible representative of Notre Dame and the U.S. In this role, he should be able to sell the program directly to the student, and indirectly to the local community. The experiences of living and trying to deal with the different cultures involve subways (Tokyo), car (forbidden in Angers), car (forbidden in Innsbruck), car (forbidden in Mexico City), almost all of the classes are taught in the native language. Most of the local culture and professional qualifications. Fr. Burtchaell retains final approval over the committee's choices. We have no quotas," Parrell stated, "but try to encourage everyone we can to go overseas. During freshman year, a lot of self-selection takes place with people who have problems with grades, the language, or whose parents decide to keep them at home. A few also become disillusioned when they find out that the year abroad isn't all vacation.

Science students encounter difficulties in that many of their courses are sequential and are not taught overseas. They have the alternative of either going to summer school and taking overload, or attending five years. "The College of Science has nothing against the Foreign Studies program, though a handful of individual departments might oppose it," said Dean Bernard Waldman. "But it can be rough on the student if he is the only one in the class." Mr. John Miriam, a scientist by training, is a great believer in the fall geography of student housing creates situations that do not occur at ND. Such rules as priorities are virtually impossible to enforce, unless the landlord agrees to do so on her own. Drinking laws are also very liberal by American standards. Getting to and from the local universities involves a lot of paperwork. If the student pays the same fees for tuition, room and board as all other students, but the student fees are not absorbed by the administration. The student is expected to keep good grades, and the student needs a stable, drug-free environment. The student is expected to take care of the local community. The student is expected to take care of the local community. The student is expected to take care of the local community. The student is expected to take care of the local community.

The experiences of living and trying to deal with the different cultures involve subways (Tokyo), car (forbidden in Angers), car (forbidden in Innsbruck), car (forbidden in Mexico City), almost all of the classes are taught in the native language. Most of the local culture and professional qualifications. Fr. Burtchaell retains final approval over the committee's choices. We have no quotas," Parrell stated, "but try to encourage everyone we can to go overseas. During freshman year, a lot of self-selection takes place with people who have problems with grades, the language, or whose parents decide to keep them at home. A few also become disillusioned when they find out that the year abroad isn't all vacation.
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We are STUDENT UNION PRESENTS:

Chemistry dept announces Cohn as Niewland Lecturer

Dr. Mildred Cohn, a biochemist from the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, has been named Rev. Julius A. Niewland Lecturer in Chemistry by the Department of Chemistry at Notre Dame. The Department also has selected four researchers to be Peter C. Reilly Lecturers during the academic year.

Cohn's research concerns the role of the metal, for example, manganese, in enzyme function. The professor of biochemistry and biophysics has received numerous honors, including the Cresson Medal of the Franklin Institute and the Distinguished Alumni Award from Hunter College in 1975. She will discuss enzymatic reactions in three lectures Oct. 25-29.

Reilly Lecturers will include:
- Dr. Jerome A. Berson, professor of chemistry at Yale University, Nov. 15-18.
- Dr. A.D. Buckingham, professor of chemistry at Cambridge University, Dec. 6-10.
- Dr. Clinton E. Ballou, professor of biochemistry at the University of California at Berkeley, March 7-11, 1977.

All lectures will be delivered in room 123 Nieuwland Science Hall at 4:30 pm.

SMC-ND hotline will begin

by Allisa Danielle Staff Reporter

The Notre Dame-St. Mary's Hotline will begin its services after October break. This program has been re-established and is concerned with helping students who have problems and no one to talk to.

Trained students will be available at 4-4311 on St. Mary's campus from 8 to 12 p.m. Sunday through Thursday, and 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. Friday and Saturday to listen, and, if necessary, refer callers to someone who can help with a particular problem.

Training sessions for those interested in volunteering will begin next week, said Mike Donovan of the SMC Hotline. There will be four training sessions, the first concentrating on the art of listening. Subsequent sessions will deal with drug problems, sexual problems and referrals, for aiding those students who need professional help.

This program's main theme is "students helping students." It is a development of the Share program and should not be confused with the South Bend Hotline. The service was initiated last year, but was discontinued due to lack of interest.

Donovan emphasized the hotline is not a counseling service. "We are there basically just to listen," he said. But he assured that "everything will be strictly confidential."

Volunteers are needed and anyone interested should call Mike Donovan at 8273, or attend the organizational meeting which will be announced later.

Participants will be committed to attend all training sessions and will work approximately 2 hours per week once the program starts, said Donovan.

STUDENT UNION PRESENTS:

Three Days Of The Condor Fri. & Sat., Oct. 1st & 2nd
7:00, 9:15, 11:30pm Engineering Aud.
Admission 1.00

BET'CHA CAN'T!!!
STAY HOME AND NOT DRINK AFTER THE IRISH DOWN THE SPARTANS.

TOWN & COUNTRY SHOPPING CENTER
12th St. Liquor Store
Phone 259-8634
Portage Party Shop
826 Portage Avenue
Phone 232-8158

ALL STORES OPEN NIGHTS 'TILL 11PM
Action Express

Q. What are the directions to Scottsdale mall?
A. Take U.S. 31 south. Continue down Main Street to Ireland. Turn left on Ireland and continue east on Ireland to Miami. Turn right. Scottsdale will be on your left.

Q. Are there any places to call to find out what this great South Bend weather will be?
A. You can call the weather report 232-1212, The Weather Bureau 233-6001, or, for time and temperature, call 234-7212.

Q. Where can I get a pizza from off-campus with free delivery?
A. The following places give free delivery to campus: Roma Restaurant 234-3258, Fat wally’s 277-0370, and Julie’s 232-7919.

Q. Where is there a Xenos machine on campus?
A. There is one on the second floor of the library in the lounge area.

Any Questions? Drop them off at the Ombudsman Office in the St. Mary’s business club.

Career seminars sponsored by placement services

by Mary Rakunas

Staff Reporter

The placement services of St. Mary’s and Notre Dame and the SMC Business Club are co-sponsoring a series of four business and government career information seminars.

Representatives from Xerox, St. Regis Paper Company, General Foods, and government will headlinet the informal question and answer sessions.

These career information seminars are to give up-to-date information on careers in the fields of business and government to all interested students,” stated Karen O’Neil, director of Career Development at St. Mary’s.

She added, “These seminars will highlight the company’s recruiting program. This gives all students, not just seniors, or business majors, an opportunity to meet with employers.

The program pays particular attention to the liberal arts student. Maureen Tomshack, president of St. Mary’s business club states, “Many business positions are open to liberal arts majors and they

Ask Charlie

Hypertension (high blood pressure) affects 23 million Americans. It is an insidious disease without causing any symptoms & for which there is no known cure. It silently strains the cardiovascular system, increasing the demand and puting the heart, and damaging the kidneys. Early detection and treatment can increase lifespan by decades. Have your blood pressure checked regularly.

Angers provides flexibility

(continued from page 5)

Dr. Charles Parnell, director of the French Studies program, remarked that it is precisely this housing situation of students with families which provides flexibility to the program. As far as foreign studies programs are concerned, the French Angers program which most easily adjusts to the individual needs of the students.

Many of the Angers students felt that adjusting to French provincial life was quite a challenge because of the cultural differences. The French tend to view America as a fast-moving wasteful country. Students learned soon enough to economize on basics like hot water and learned that French provincial life is slower paced. That means two hours for lunch, rather than a dining hall line.

The French are also less youth-oriented than American businessmen as far as the social life goes. As Parnell remarked, “Angers is not a stag party town.” So students are not conditioned to quitter cafes and restaurants at a year without Nickie’s or Burger King. Infact, students interviewed were glad that Angers is “off the beaten track.”

Students come to Angers to learn the French way of life, but they also represent the American way. Jennifer Collins, a former Angers student, space for many of the senators in her explanation of her political position as an American in Angers.

“We had a chance to define our culture, a new U.S.,” she said. “The French are very political people, especially the students. I found myself defending the U.S. in some situations. Being leader of the free world, a task you face a lot of pot shots.”

New Congress discusses shuttle dining exchange

(continued from page 1)

Rick Littlefield, director of the Student Government override commission, announced the start of a North-South dinner exchange. This will begin on a trial basis after October break. This type of exchange is regularly done for lunch.

Littlefield also spoke about the Notre Dame-Saint Mary shuttle bus problem. “I think the schedule we have is sufficient,” he said. “We’ve just got to get the drivers to stick it to the students to get to work.” He added that Student Government will shortly put up new signs to mark the bus stops.

J.F. Russell, HPC chairman, pointed out the new Student Body Congress was “not a do-everything body.” However, he said, new communication resulted from the Congress.

“For example,” Russell said, “each half president can now consider the possibilities of the new laundry proposal for his own hall.”

Overall, Gassman said that the Congress “has a success.” He added, “The more the students work with it, the better it will become.” The Student Body Congress will meet again after October break.
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Teachers deal with one-room school situations

LINCOLN - Neh AP - In the days of Great Depression and early childhood development specifications, the advent of the one-room school survives here in a way that teaches teachers as well as students. The 21-kindergarten grades one through eight at the "Rocky Road Ranch" school doesn't give out the standard, the Union College campus and outside are students rushing to find the road and busy traffic.

The Seventh-day Adventist college opened the one-room school in the area many years ago. It is a special needs and the needs of Nebraska.

In a recent student-mail survey, students who found they had to deal with more than the 1,000 Adventist elementary schools in this country and Canada, where lower grades are usually lumped together under the same roof. "Our schools are small because of finances," Charles Felton, Union education department chairman, said in explaining the program.

The college had 10 one-room school teachers to deal with more than the 1,000 Adventist elementary schools in this country and Canada, where lower grades are usually lumped together under the same roof. "Our schools are small because of finances," Charles Felton, Union education department chairman, said in explaining the program.
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Interhall football action continued last night as Off-Campus and Sorin gained victories, while Dillon and Howard-St. Ed's battled to a 6-6 tie. (Photo by Paul Clevenger.)

Sailors tack to victory in Wisconsin regatta

Oshkosh, Wisconsin was the site of the Notre Dame Sailing Team's third first place victory in three regattas. Six other sectional schools assembled on a windy, chilly Saturday only to witness the Irish win by a convincing 13 points.

Team Captains Paul Makuska and freshman Jack Foley skipped all twelve races for Notre Dame. Paul was low boat in the A division with 13 points and Jack low boat in B division with 12 points.

The Irish were behind by 8 points at the half way point but pulled easily ahead during the second half of the race with five firsts and a second. Iowa took second place with 38 points.

Two other members of the Sailing Team travelled to the University of Illinois for basically an "experience building" regatta. Amidst rainy and windless weather Gwy Goble and Windy McMahan found the "luck of the Irish" lacking as they skipped Notre Dame to last place in single-handed sailing competition. Fortunately, their loss will not affect the standing of the team.

This coming weekend Michigan will host Notre Dame and ten other schools in an intraregional regatta featuring big threats. Navis and Tufts Universities.

O'Connor, Sorin win in interhall

South Quad interhall football action last night saw Off-Campus, led by Bill Sedlak, defeat Morrissey 14-0, Dillon and Howard-St. Ed's battle to a 6-6 deadlock and Sorin shutout Alumni 8-0.

Off-Campus 14 - Morrissey 0

Neither team was able to sustain a serious offensive threat until O-C drove deep into Morrissey territory late in the first quarter. Morrissey's defense stiffened, however, and when Bill Sahms' pass to Tom Kirby fell incomplete in the endzone, Morrissey took over.

Morrissey opened the second quarter with a strong drive aided by a questionable roughing-the-kicker call and a 25 yard stroke from quarterback Jimmy Edwards to tight-end Pat Holzhey in the Howard-St. Ed second. Despite good coverage, Morrissey had a chance to score, but luck didn't favor the fighting Irish. Health was good, but not Howard.

Throughout the first half, Dillon seemed able to move the ball at will only to lose it on turnovers deep in Howard-St. Ed territory. Howard-St. Ed was unable to generate any offense, and a couple of attempts by booting field goals by Greg Zapf kept them out of serious trouble.

With one minute remaining in the half, Dillon quarterback Bill Griffin found Tom Holzhey in the Howard-St. Ed secondary. Despite good coverage, Morrissey had a chance to score, but luck didn't favor the fighting Irish. Health was good, but not Howard.

On the very next play Howard quarterback Dan Tremel threw up a wounded duck that had two Dillon defenders licking their chops,waiting for the interception. While the ball was going, Howard wide receiver Dan McCarthy, who was injured in the first half, returned the ball and pulled the remaining 25 yards for the touchdown and a 6-6 half-time tie.

With five minutes remaining in the game, Howard's Jim Bowers intercepted an attempted screen pass returned to the Dillon half.

Dillon returned the favor a few minutes later when Dillon corner Kenny Rayman picked off a Morrissey pass and provided most of the fire power as the Fighting Irish cashed in.

Morrissey drove deep into O-C territory. But Off-Campus held on down and, taking control of the game, slowly started to reduce the field fo a final touchdown, a four-yard dive by Greg Zapf.

Dillon 6 - Howard-St. Ed's 6

The 'Count' hurts no-hitter

ATLANTA (AP) - San Francisco's bragging John Bench came within one pitch of a no-hitter in his first start for the Giants last night, hurling a 9-0 no-hitter against the Chicago Cubs.

The cutter, known as "The Count" for his exceptional pace and cocky appearance on the mound, allowed only one batter to reach base - a walk on a 3-1 pitch to Chicago's Al Oliver leading off the fourth inning.
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O'Connor, Sorin win in interhall

by Tom Duffey Sports Writer

O'Connor, Sorin win in interhall

South Quad interhall football action last night saw Off-Campus, led by Bill Sedlak, defeat Morrissey 14-0, Dillon and Howard-St. Ed's battled to a 6-6 deadlock and Sorin shutout Alumni 8-0.

Off-Campus 14 - Morrissey 0

Neither team was able to sustain a serious offensive threat until O-C drove deep into Morrissey territory late in the first quarter. Morrissey's defense stiffened, however, and when Bill Sahms' pass to Tom Kirby fell incomplete in the endzone, Morrissey took over.

Morrissey opened the second quarter with a strong drive aided by a questionable roughing-the-kicker call and a 25 yard stroke from quarterback Jimmy Edwards to tight-end Pat Holzhey in the Howard-St. Ed second. Despite good coverage, Morrissey had a chance to score, but luck didn't favor the fighting Irish. Health was good, but not Howard. 

Throughout the first half, Dillon seemed able to move the ball at will only to lose it on turnovers deep in Howard-St. Ed territory. Howard-St. Ed was unable to generate any offense, and a couple of attempts by booting field goals by Greg Zapf kept them out of serious trouble.

With one minute remaining in the half, Dillon quarterback Bill Griffin found Tom Holzhey in the Howard-St. Ed secondary. Despite good coverage, Morrissey had a chance to score, but luck didn't favor the fighting Irish. Health was good, but not Howard. 

On the very next play Howard quarterback Dan Tremel threw up a wounded duck that had two Dillon defenders licking their chops, waiting for the interception. While the ball was going, Howard wide receiver Dan McCarthy, who was injured in the first half, returned the ball and pulled the remaining 25 yards for the touchdown and a 6-6 half-time tie.

With five minutes remaining in the game, Howard's Jim Bowers intercepted an attempted screen pass returned to the Dillon half. Dillon returned the favor a few minutes later when Dillon corner Kenny Rayman picked off a Morrissey pass and provided most of the fire power as the Fighting Irish cashed in.

Morrissey drove deep into O-C territory. But Off-Campus held on down and, taking control of the game, slowly started to reduce the field for a final touchdown, a four-yard dive by Greg Zapf.
This Saturday, the Fighting Irish of Notre Dame face the Michigan State Spartans in a match that will be watched closely by the NCAA on probation. The Spartans are currently serving one of the most extensive penalties in NCAA history.

Forced by a variety of violations, Michigan State is on probation for three years. They have been banned from live television coverage and the number of football scholarships they can give out has been limited for various lengths of time. The most serious violation was when two players, tight end Mike Cobb and defensive back Joe Hunt, were given use of a credit card.

The NCAA Committee on Infractions reviewed the evidence from both sides and then concluded that the credit card belonged to a representative of athletic interest. It was presented to an assistant coach, who kept it in the glove compartment of his car. The coach lent the car out to the two players, who bought clothes with the card. Cobb was suspended for five games and Hunt was suspended for the year.

A few weeks ago the pair filed suit in the federal court in Michigan to keep the NCAA from suspending them. Judge Neil Fox refused to issue the restraining order in mid-October, but the case is far from over. If there will be any further litigation is not known.

The situation has changed a bit since then. The mother of Joe Hunt has written a letter to Fox asking him to reconsider his decision. Stating that he is unable to do so, Fox has asked the NCAA to reconsider the suspension.

According to Bill Hunt (no relation to the MSU player), executive assistant to Warren Brown, the head coach of the basketball departmen of the NCAA, they are "not certain whether there is any action that could be taken regarding the hearing case."

Three players were suspended for one game as a result of the investigation. Head Coach Denny Stolz has also left the Spartan staff, as has Denny's son, Junior. Both are being investigated for misusing the student-athlete's name. They are, in fact, the subject of a criminal case.

Ronders also claims that the NCAA investigated the student-athlete's name.

Hunt claims the coordinator of athletic interest had a "foul mouth" and that the information, along with other evidence, was presented to the investigators.

This information, along with more, has been turned over to the State's Attorney General, who has just started investigating. The NCAA will also review the evidence and make a decision.

Ronders also claims that the NCAA investigation was based on a protocol in their investigation of Michigan State. Hunt claims the Committee followed the rules.

Women netters lose to NU, 9-0

B.J. Levis
Sports Writer

Last Tuesday the women's varsity tennis team dropped its first match of the season, 7-0, against Notre Dame.

The loss, which puts the Irish record at 3 and 1, came against a Northwest team which is still riding high from a 9-0 rout over third ranked Wisconsin. "Northwestern is a very good team and has really improved since last year," said Coach Cathy Cordey. "In fact, the number one player from last year is now on this year's team and it is only a matter of time before he is a freshman. I can't say exactly when, but his development is amazing." The University of Michigan is scheduled to play the team the next week.

The team captain Jane Lammers in singles competition came the closest in putting up a strong fight against Notre Dame when she won her first set 6-4. The second set was her undoing, however, as she lost 6-0. From there it was downhill for Miss Lammers as she lost 6-3 in the third set.

In doubles competition Ginger Siefing and Ellen Callahan came the closest to putting up a strong fight. The second set 6-2 after losing the opening set 6-4, was their only bright spot. The Oklahoma Sooners were thwarted, however, in the third set as Miss Lammers and Miss Callahan were shut out by the opposition.

Notre Dame went into Tuesday's match with a 3-2 advantage and dropped in an impressive fifth place finish (out of 19 teams) in the Indiana State Tournament. Paddie Mullin, Jane Lammers, and Mary Foy were all made it to the semi-finals before losing.

Number one player Mary Foy had been the top seed in the tournament round of the tournament by the eve of the match. The team has been hard at work in preparing for the meet and will be in action again this Saturday when they travel to Decator, Illinois, for the CCIW Tennis Tournament at Millikan University. The team will be in action again this Saturday when they travel to Decator, Illinois, for the CCIW Tennis Tournament at Millikan University.